
STABILITY OF A MODIFIED BUMPY TORUS

S. HAMADA Nihon Univ.

This report consists of (I) a brief description of an experiment

in Nihon university, (2) a two dimensional wavy equilibrium as a model

to explain stability observed in the experiment (Regret is that a

substantial change must have been made after the oral presentation),

(3) a physical picture of a stability criterion and (4) an attempt

to obtain 3-D wavy equilibria.

(I) A quarter secter experiment of a modified bumpy torus was reported

by Dr. Shiina and his collaborators, which produced a stable plasma.

A vacuum bumpy magnetic field was produced by multiple B -pinch coils

and modified by eddy current on a metal tube with a longitudinal gap

open toward the main axis, set between the 6 -coils and a discharge

tube. The lines of force are of wavy form with some bumpyness. Vacuum

magnetic surfaces with constant specific volume were studied with elaborate

measurements and calculations. Main features are (I) two dimensional

wavy form of the magnetic axis, (2) elliptic cross-sectional form with

some triangularity: the vertical axis twice the horizontal one (three

times when a high & plasma exists) and (3) magnetic hill of relative

height less than 1%: the plasma should be unstable at least at low fi .

Plasmas with temperature > 100 ev were produced by & -pinch action.

Average yS ratio decayed from about 50% to 10% during 12 sec. The

plasmas were confirmed stable within the duration by streak photographs

taken both in horizontal and vertical directions. A possible explanation

of the stability might be the end stabilization effect but it was denied

by an axis symmetric straght bumpy Q -pinch experiment, the plasma of

which was unstable. We can,thus, expect that the configuration is stable
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in itself.

(2) Two dimensional equilibria directed in z axis and with an

ignorable coordinate y ( in the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z) were

studied as the simplest model of the experiment. These are subject to

the equations Af = - <^?/i^ , ~S'- V+x e£ where ^ - f (x,z)

is a flux function, ê . the unit vector in y direction, p the plasma

pressure and ? the magnetic field. We consider a solution of the form

f - %(x) + Sik(x)M».Ckz> + Oce'i

where a smallness parameter £ is assumed much less than unity. For

this configuration, the Mercier, Greene, Johnson criterion is reduced

to the form i + %j-fi -^g- > o , Boc*>- d W .
For a pressure distribution p(+) " R« " °"1/'/ • w« 8e* *n upper half

solution with a wavy magnetic axis:

f, (x) - j x(a + x), ^ - c cosh(kx) , for 0 < x < b

a - 2/jF-7 (/TI7 +[£)*>> eX - B.CbJ/(b + a/2),
c - bB0(b)/cosh(kb), /9 -2p^ /B*(b)

where b is a position of boundary of plasma . For this configuration

the stability criterion becomes

I - kb tanh(kb)/^--^ ij~-\ * JT ) > 0 or /9 > y3c where

/£ - I - [ I + kb tanh(kb)] . Putting kb » 0.35 according to the

experiment, we get j3c « 0.20 as the least peak p value beyond which

the system is stable. This value is plausible because the average /S

value was about 10% in theAexperiment. (The lower half (x<0)solution

connected to the forgoing upper half one -thanks for prof. Grad's

notice - ,however,Aassymmetric and unstable. Any full straight stable

solution has not been found among ones with varous pressure distributions.

Remaining possibilities are large £ , non-linear pressure or

inclusion of toroidal effect.)
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(3) A physical picture for stability requirement in high /3 closed

line systems is obtained to the Kadomtsev's criterion, -_|2<Ba> - ?' >o .

Dr. Todoroki noticed privately that it can easily be rewritten as

d[ ^%Jlfa/B ]/dp > 0 . It leads often to correct results in high fi

case while it is less stringent than the Mercier, Greene, Johnson's one.

The Todoroki's version is approximately rewritten as d[yt2(I+(S/ff )]/dp

y 0 where S. is the length of line of force, f" - <ff d£ /£. and

f = f-f. It means that the length of line of force of the fluctuation

of B along line of force should decrease outwardly (aside from cases

that the plasma is covered with a separatrix). the foregoing upper

half equilibrium solution is easily examined to satisfy this requirement.

By the way, The plasma column was observed to elongate in high p> case

in the experiment.

(4) A 3-D equilibrium of straight wavy form is obtained in the

following way. An equiliblium configuration with B - \ (x,y)ei and

P = Po (*>y) will change to one with B - ¥(x,y,z;e ) and p « p(x,y,z;£)

when a small perturbation proportional to£ is imposed. By taking £

as time, the rates of change 3B/3£ , 3B/3E8 , 3p/te etc. are described

by a pseudo velocity "v(x,y,z; e ) = ~v, + ~vx£ + • • and expansion coefficients

of B and p with £ are expressed by vf , vt , • • • etc. . The 1st order

of equation for v̂  is [VX Vx (vXB,)]xt + (P X tB )X VX O M B t )

*^V t T1 Po V • vj*
 + V F p 0 ]

 = L(v< !B») - ° and the 2nd order of equation

for v^ is L(\£ ;B0) = ̂ (vf ;B0) where L is the well known self adjoint

operator in the theory of MHD stability and F a quadratic form of

derivatives of vf . We denote by q an arbitrary solution of L(^)-0

with a boundary condition (normal component on the unperturbed boundary)

qm = 0 and assume that ŷ  also is subject to the same boundary condition.

We ,then, get,with respect to^volume integral, \ 'q*«F(v̂  )dT • (q.L(\£ )d«
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* ( v^LCcjjd^' « 0 for all q, which may be a solvability cond^on of

the 2nd order equation for v£ . By restricting ourselves to a class of

solution such thatv-vj*' 0, the equation for vt is reduced^the following

equation for a potential^ 3^/sz - 7<f /Bf , F-CW'/Bf ) • 0 and

the foregoing solvability condition is reduced to f Iv^fdz * f(B°)

where f is an arbitrary function and the integration should be carried

out along z coordinate line over a period of the perturbation. This

condition means that <̂ Bdj!<p d2/B calculated up to the accuracy of f2

should be a function of B* alone. The simultaneous equations just

obtained for <fy and B* can be solved by assuming that B* • VCx)MlV>

and cj> • h(x)cos(kz) + g(y)sin(2kz) and by reducing the equations

to the form

d*h x d + (dh/dx)* d7g z o( * (dg/dy)z

x* "k h o, ̂  (dh/dx)» " °' W ? '4k g ~H " (dg/dy)i- °
for h(x) and g(y), and

dj, 2k h dh/dx d)i 8k g dg/dy
« , - for V and A<-

V dx (X - (dh/dxf /< dy o< - (dg/dy)

where oi, is an arbitrary constant. When it is large compared with

(dh/dx) and (dg/dy), we get an approximate low fi wavy solution :

h • a*sinh(kx), g • a^cosh(2ky) (a* and â . are arbitrary coef..)

B* -yAyoc exp[(ki/<X)(a*sinha(kx) + 4a£cosh*(2ky))] .

A high yS solution will be obtained by numerically solving the equations

for h and g with a smaller oi •
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